
Rehearsal Notes Area 1 Festival Conference 2015 
Debbie Rice: Bronze, Coppers 

 
Bass doubling down octaves are welcome for extended range sets beyond the 
few suggestions indicated. 

 
Notations such as M16:3 indicates measure 16: beat 3 
 

BRONZE 
 
Remembrance--Moklebust  L5+ 
Beginning: please execute unison circles for all sustained notes.  Time your 
circles so that at the bar line where these are tied, everyone begins the stroke 
again as if it had been re-rung.  I’d like for everyone too “see” a beautiful sound in 
motion. 

 As far as melodic interaction:  M3-4 replies to M1-2.  This dialogue 
continues as if you are gently passing a Frisbee back & forth that must 
never be allowed to touch the ground.  Connect and support these lines – 
just as we connect and support others in real life! 

 M10, 12, 14 LV crescendo 8th notes to beat 3 then pull back 

 M16 draw in crescendo since this happens over short period of time 

 M19, 22 add f reminders 

 M23 add mf 

 M24 Please exercise discipline to get softer even tho the treble line is 
ascending. 

 M31 ect If the grace notes distract from the musical line for your team, 
leave them out.  

 M36 Draw in a big cres along with the rit.  This needs to grow beyond F 
over the page turn. 

 M40, 43 add f reminders 

 M45 will likely be a molto rit  

 M47 fermata will carry over with a damp on M48. Delete the cesura, there 
will not be a break, but watch like hawks for the transition under the 
fermata.  

 M48 This is marked @ 152. For mass let try for at least 132.  

 M60-75 If you have them, mallet down the octave on each beat  

 M76-79 Bass Bells keep tempo. It will easy to slow going from mallet to 
ring once you add the weight of bronze back to your hands. It is essential 
the speed continue. Use a metronome to make sure you are fast enough. 

 M76 Add FF as a reminder we are still strong.  Nothing comes down til 
M81 or so. 

 M80 I would be open to what Singing Bell would sound like. If this works 
M82 will longer (add A4) followed by very genuine adagio in M83-84 

 M97 If you have up to C9 please double the top quarter notes to include 
just a rung G8 in M99 and C9 in M100. 



 M99 Start this at subito pp.  Bass add G3 (as a mallet roll) and C4 

 M100 As a mass piece I think this will sound better if we end using a Ring 
rather than RT.  Please make that change. Watch for the cut off. 

 
Stoccato-- Gramann  L4+ 

 M2 & all 6/4 measures will be conducted as sub divided 3 

 M10 bass watch like hawks for the tempo transition. Our mass tempo 
should at least be 120 

 M11 7/8 sections will be conducted in 3 as 2+2+3. You should feel the 
musical accents in this configuration. 

 M20 Rung downbeat is a critical anchor. Add an accent, be strong and 
precise 

 M28 & 29 bass add accents to each beat, treble add accents to match 
bass. This will help transition from mallets to R. Bass be precise, don’t be 
late. 

 M37-44  notice where the swings happen.  

 M47 Those with low bass chimes are invited to double down (8vb) so long 
as its precise 

 M76 this downbeat fro key change must be mistake free at ff  

 M81-87 Bass notice the metrical shifts in the 4/4 bars. It may be better for 
you to continue thinking in 7/8 albeit as 3+3+2 pattern.  I’ll leave that to 
you to decide 

 M91 for a mass setting this will likely come together better if all 8th notes 
mart instead of ring. That will add definition to the beat notes. Try this at 
home and well see how it works. 

 M98 first chord will need brush damp before beat 3. 
 
Transitions--Payn L5 
M1 add mf 
M9 add f for chime melody but don’t ring aggressively, keep mf treble 
M14,16, 17, 20 ect and all measures with ties – don’t be late off the ties 
M31-48 add f for all, but Marts should support rung material rather then be 
aggressive 
M32, 35, 38, 41, 44, 47 add f reminders 
M51 repeated notes need to be musical even as harmony 
M53, 57, 59 mf reminders 
M57 give musical weight to beats 1 and 3 during triplet sections 
M67 slight accent to first 16th note of each beat in learning stages, this may be 
needed for mass as well to anchor sound in the room 
M68, 70, 72, 75, 78, 81, 83, 85 f reminders – absolute precision with LV patterns 
in bass 
M93 add creascendo so we reach mf by M95 
M99, 101 f reminders 



M102 for mass setting rit needs to start at beginning of the measure, I’d like to 
steer this only conducting sub divided 8th notes. In other words I don’t want to 
dictate the 16ths 
M103 Likewsie for mass to make this transition to slower I’ll start by conducting 
8th notes fro the first few beats – so heads up please so we do this together…its 
slower than you think!...but just for a brief moment 
M105 attack this transition, just be sensitive to chimes coming back in so they 
don’t have to play aggressively 
M141 add handchimes to double existing pitches 
 
 
Valse Brilliante--Buckwalter  L4+ 
When marts appear in melodic lines they should not distract, but simply flow 
flawlessly through the musical fabric.  
Lets push opening tempo to quarter at 132 
 
M5, 9, 13, 17 add p/mp reminders as applies and exercise discipline to hold this 
dynamic…that goes for the marts as well! 
M18 mf refers to the melody 
M26 add crescendo to mf in 27 
M42 add crescendo to F+ in 43 
M49 add crescendo to ff in 51 
M54:3 drop back to f 
M63, 67, 71, 75, 79, 83, 87, 91, 95 add dynamics reminders as applies mp/mf 
M108 add crescendo to mf+ in 109 
M123 target quarter at 140 for piu mosso 
M140 target quarter at 150 for piu mosso 
M171 add crescendo to ff in 173 
M176:3 add f 
M201 maintain dynamic and don’t slow tempo as this moves into lower register 
M207 add chimes to double pitches of final chord 
 
 
 
COPPERS 
 
Allegro con Moto--Krug L3+ 

 Begin with a rehearsal tempo of Quarter = 100 to get notes and rhythm in 
place, then move towards stated goal of 140. We need to be at least 120 
for mass. 

 M4 I will ask treble bells to come up from the table on beat 1. This should 
simply happen in unison on time/in tempo without a cue from me 

 M5 trebles announce your melody 

 M7, 8, 9 etc. all whole notes use circular stroke follow thru or you will 
overpowered by bass 



 M12 notice that ff is only for bass, yes marts can crescendo, make sure to 
pull back to mf 

 M15 add crescendo 

 M16, 30, 32, 34 etc bass: be our anchors for these downbeats as they 
become syncopated in treble 

 M16, 19 add f+ 

 M36 don’t move after this mart 

 M37-66 during this repeated note section make sure the repetitions re-
strike in a different place. Your physical jestures must change to grow the 
phrases and reduce fatigue. Please do not hammer repeated notes. This 
results in pushing tempo. Yes, this may get tiring by the time treble chimes 
enter, but…. 

o M49-63 Its so very important that we hear chimes solidly on the 
beat and bells solidly on off beats. Don’t grip bells too tight, keep 
motion in the stroke. 

 M37 add crescendo 

 M38 add mp then decrescendo 

 M39 add pp then crescendo 

 M40 add mp then decrescendo 

 M41 add pp then crescendo 

 M42 add mp 

 M43 add crescendo 

 M44 add mf 

 M46 add mp 

 M48 add crescendo 

 M49 add mf 

 M49:3  treble change mp to mf if needed for balance, but don’t overplay 
chimes 

 M57:3 don’t 8va chimes 

 M65 change mp to mf. Delete the chimes above C7 

 M73 add f+ 

 M80 I would be ok adding foot stomps for beats 2,3,4 just for fun 

 M81 Use mallet clicks,  

 end of M81 8va malleted bass notes (C5, D5, E5) then add f 

 M84 add ff 

 M89 add mf 

 M90 add f 

 M92 change to ff 

 M93:2 add decrescendo  

 M94 add f 

 M95 add mf 

 M95:2 add crescendo 

 M96 add f 
 
Resonances and Alleluias --Moklebust L4 



Stated tempo of 96 is a minimum. Please do not be slower. Melody must always 
be note value damped.  

 M13-19 bring out 8th and 16th notes since this is motifs of opening melody  

 M20-30 top treble continues with melodic component 

 M31-34 Melody must be brought out beginning G5/G4 on & of 1. Upstem 
treble pull back your dynamic level after beat one to “lessen the 
competition”. Musical attention must focus in this battery range. 

 M35 G5 and under: I would be open to adding Singing Bell here to sustain 
the sound. This would also set up the mood for the shift into the next 
section. 

 M39 Last two treble chords linger. Watch for transition after beat 4 into 
M40 

 M40- 

 M40-76 There are two melodies running in the treble, be aware and enjoy 
the interplay sometimes back and forth, sometime simultaneous. 

 M45 slide rit over to beat 3, but notice its back to tempo in M46 

 M43, 46, 49, 52, 55 add mp reminders 

 M55:4 add crescendo to mf for M56, make sure to balance top melody so 
it doesn’t overpower 

 M59 add f to note the peak of this phrase unit 

 M60 add mf 

 M61, 63, 65 add mf reminders 

 M65, 68 add f reminders 

 M70 write in decrescendo reminder so mp in M71 isn’t abrupt 

 M76 slide rit to beat 3, add crescendo 

 M77 mallets change mp to mf, add C6 and F6 to treble chord  

 M77-78 bass mallets mf 

 M79 bass mallets abrupt shift to p. This will draw more attention to the 
treble melodic entrance 

 M81 add mp reminder to bass 

 M83 very important for lower treble melody to be f, listen and don’t 
overpower 

 M86 to 87 transition: clean damp at the bar line, but solid f from all for 
downbeat 

 M89, 91 add f reminders 

 M93:3 & 94:3 add accents to 16th notes with restrike of shakes 

 M96 change ring C5, C6 and C7 to RT (C4 mallet), then add crescendo 
going up to beat 3 

 
We Gather Together--Raney  L3 
Please note swing rhythms 

 M8 add rit 

 M9:1 add fermata, it wont be too long, so watch for beat 3 into to melody 

 M18:2-M19:2 pull back on these treble notes since they are not melody 

 M19:3 should be strong to announce melodic resumption 



 M39 change TD to RT to get this really short for mass setting 

 M57 now that you’ve got that swing rhythm in your bones, it might be an 
adjustment to ring straight…at least for a little while! 

 M88 add LV 

 M89 add LV 

 M89 A6 chime – fermata that and watch for my downbeat into M90 

 M91 add vibrato for all after the bass has rung, table damp ending 
 


